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Abstract 

We show that for a single neuron with the logistic function as the transfer 
function the number of local minima of the error function based on the 
square loss can grow exponentially in the dimension. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Consider a single artificial neuron with d inputs. The neuron has d weights w E Rd. The 
output of the neuron for an input pattern x E Rd is y = ¢(x· w), where ¢ : R -+ R 
is a transfer function. For a given sequence of training examples ((Xt, Yt))I<t<m, each 
consisting of a pattern Xt E R d and a desired output Yt E R, the goal of the training phase 
for neural networks consists of minimizing the error function with respect to the weight 
vector w E Rd. This function is the sum of the losses between outputs of the neuron and 
the desired outputs summed over all training examples. In notation, the error function is 

m 

E(w) = L L(Yt, ¢(Xt . w)) , 
t=1 

where L : R x R -+ [0,00) is the loss function. 

A common example of a transfer function is the logistic function logistic( z) = I+!-' which 
has the bounded range (0, 1). In contrast, the identity function id(z) = z has unbounded 
range. One of the most common loss functions is the square loss L(y, y) = (y - Y)2. Other 
examples are the absolute loss Iy - yl and the entropic1oss yin? + (1 - y) In ::::l 
We show that for the square loss and the logistic function the error function of a single 
neuron for n training examples may have L n / dJ d local minima. More generally, this holds 
for any loss and transfer function for which the composition of the loss function with the 
transfer function (in notation L(y, ¢(x . w)) is continuous and has bounded range. This 
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Figure 1: Error Function with 25 Local Minima (16 Visible), Generated by 10 Two
Dimensional Examples. 

proves that for any transfer function with bounded range exponentially many local minima 
can occur when the loss function is the square loss. 

The sequences of examples that we use in our proofs have the property that they are non
realizable in the sense that there is no weight vector W E R d for which the error function 
is zero, i.e. the neuron cannot produce the desired output for all examples. We show with 
some minimal assumptions on the loss and transfer functions that for a single neuron there 
can be no local minima besides the global minimum if the examples are realizable. 

If the transfer function is the logistic function then it has often been suggested in the 
literature to use the entropic loss in artificial neural networks in place of the square loss 
[BW88, WD88, SLF88, Wat92]. In that case the error function of a single neuron is 
convex and thus has only one minimum even in the non-realizable case. We generalize this 
observation by defining a matching loss for any differentiable increasing transfer functions 
¢: 

,p-l(y) 

L</>(y, f)) = 1 (¢(z) - y) dz . 
</>-l(y) 

The loss is the area depicted in Figure 2a. If ¢ is the identity function then L</> is the square 
loss likewise if ¢ is the logistic function then L</> is the entropic loss. For the matching loss 
the gradient descent update for minimizing the error function for a sequence of examples 
is simply 

Wnew := Wold -1] (f)¢(Xt . Wold) - Yt)Xt) , 
t=1 

where 1] is a positive learning rate. Also the second derivatives are easy to calculate for 
this general setting: L4>(Y~:v~<:Wt;W)) = ¢'(Xt . W)Xt,iXt,j. Thus, if Ht(w) is the Hessian 

of L</>(Yt, ¢(Xt . w)) with respect to W then v T Ht(w)v = ¢'(Xt . w)(v . Xt)2. Thus 
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Figure 2: (a) The Matching Loss Function L</>. 
(b) The Square Loss becomes Saturated, the Entropic Loss does not. 

H t is positive semi-definite for any increasing differentiable transfer function. Clearly 
L:~I Ht(w) is the Hessian of the error function E(w) for a sequence of m examples and 
it is also positive semi-definite. It follows that for any differentiable increasing transfer 
function the error function with respect to the matching loss is always convex. 

We show that in the case of one neuron the logistic function paired with the square loss 
can lead to exponentially many minima. It is open whether the number of local minima 
grows exponentially for some natural data. However there is another problem with the 
pairing of the logistic and the square loss that makes it hard to optimize the error function 
with gradient based methods. This is the problem of flat regions. Consider one example 
(x, y) consisting of a pattern x (such that x is not equal to the all zero vector) and the 
desired output y. Then the square loss (Iogistic(x . w) - y)2, for y E [0, I] and w E R d , 

turns flat as a function of w when f) = logistic( x . w) approaches zero or one (for example 
see Figure 2b where d = I and y = 0). It is easy to see that for all bounded transfer 
functions with a finite number of minima and corresponding bounded loss functions, the 
same phenomenon occurs. In other words, the composition L(y, ¢(x . w» of the square 
loss with any bounded transfer function ¢ which has a finite number of extrema turns flat as 
Ix . w I becomes large. Similarly, for multiple examples the error function E( w) as defined 
above becomes flat. In flat regions the gradients with respect to the weight vector w are 
small, and thus gradient-based updates of the weight vector may have a hard time moving 
the weight vector out of these flat regions. This phenomenon can easily be observed in 
practice and is sometimes called "saturation" [Hay94]. In contrast, if the logistic function 
is paired with the entropic loss (see Figure 2b), then the error function turns flat only at the 
global minimum. The same holds for any increasing differentiable transfer function and its 
matching loss function. 

A number of previous papers discussed conditions necessary and sufficient for mUltiple 
local minima of the error function of single neurons or otherwise small networks [WD88, 
SS89, BRS89, Blu89, SS91, GT92]. This previous work only discusses the occurrence of 
multiple local minima whereas in this paper we show that the number of such minima can 
grow exponentially with the dimension. Also the previous work has mainly been limited 
to the demonstration of local minima in networks or neurons that have used the hyperbolic 
tangent or logistic function with the square loss. Here we show that exponentially many 
minima occur whenever the composition of the loss function with the transfer function is 
continuous and bounded. 

The paper is outlined as follows. After some preliminaries in the next section, we gi ve formal 
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Figure 3: (a) Error Function for the Logistic Transfer Function and the 
Square Loss with Examples ((10, .55), (.7, .25») 

(b) Sets of Minima can be Combined. 
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statements and proofs of the results mentioned above in Section 3. At first (Section 3.1) we 
show that n one-dimensional examples might result in n local minima of the error function 
(see e.g. Figure 3a for the error function of two one-dimensional examples). From the local 
minima in one dimension it follows easily that n d-dimensional examples might result in 
L n/ dJ d local minima of the error function (see Figure 1 and discussion in Section 3.2). 

We then consider neurons with a bias (Section 4), i.e. we add an additional input that is 
clamped to one. The error function for a sequence of examples S = ((Xt, Yt»)I<t<m is 
now 

m 

Es(B, w) = I: L(Yt, r/>(B + WXt», 
t=1 

where B denotes the bias, i.e. the weight of the input that is clamped to one. We can prove 
that the error function might have L n/2dJ d local minima if loss and transfer function are 
symmetric. This holds for example for the square loss and the logistic transfer function . 
The proofs are omitted due to space constraints. They are given in the full paper [AHW96], 
together with additional results for general loss and transfer functions. 

Finally we show in Section 5 that with minimal assumptions on transfer and loss functions 
that there is only one minimum of the error function if the sequence of examples is realizable 
by the neuron. 

The essence of the proofs is quite simple. At first observe that ifloss and transfer function are 
bounded and the domain is unbounded, then there exist areas of saturation where the error 
function is essentially flat. Furthermore the error function is "additive" i.e. the error function 
produced by examples in SUS' is simply the error function produced by the examples in 
S added to the error function produced by the examples in S', Esusl = Es + ESI. Hence 
the local minima of Es remain local minima of Esus1 if they fall into an area of saturation 
of Es. Similarly, the local minima of ESI remain local minima of Esusl as well (see 
Figure 3b). In this way sets of local minima can be combined. 

2 PRELIMINARIES ' 

We introduce the notion of minimum-containing set which will prove useful for counting 
the minima of the error function. 
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Definition 2.1 Let f : Rd_R be a continuous function. Then an open and bounded set 
U E Rd is called a minimum-containing set for f if for each w on the boundary of U there 
is a w'" E U such that f(w"') < f(w). 

Obviously any minimum-containing set contains a local minimum of the respecti ve function. 
Furthermore each of n disjoint minimum-containing sets contains a distinct local minimum. 
Thus it is sufficient to find n disjoint minimum-containing sets in order to show that a 
function has at least n local minima. 

3 MINIMA FOR NEURONS WITHOUT BIAS 

We will consider transfer functions ¢ and loss functions L which have the following 
property: 

(PI): The transfer function ¢ : R-R is non-constant. The loss function L : ¢(R) x 
¢(R)-[O, 00) has the property that L(y, y) = 0 and L(y, f)) > 0 for all y f. 
f) E ¢(R). FinallythefunctionL(·,¢(·)): ¢(R) x R-[O,oo) is continuous and 
bounded. 

3.1 ONE MINIMUM PER EXAMPLE IN ONE DIMENSION 

Theorem 3.1 Let ¢ and L satisfy ( PI). Then for all n ~ I there is a sequence of n 
examples S = (XI, y), ... , (xn, y)), Xt E R, y E ¢(R), such that Es(w) has n distinct 
local minima. 

Since L(y, ¢( w)) is continuous and non-constant there are w- , w"', w+ E R such that the 
values ¢( w-), ¢( w"'), ¢( w+) are all distinct. Furthermore we can assume without loss 
of generality that 0 < w- < w'" < w+. Now set y = ¢(w"'). If the error function 
L(y, ¢(w)) has infinitely many local minima then Theorem 3.1 follows immediately, e.g. 
by setting XI = ... = Xn = 1. If L(y, ¢(w)) has only finitely many minima then 
limw ..... oo L(y, ¢(w)) = L(y, ¢(oo)) exists since L(y, ¢(w)) is bounded and continuous. 
We use this fact in the following lemma. It states that we get a new minimum-containing 
set by adding an example in the area of saturation of the error function. 

Lemma 3.2 Assume that limw ..... oo L(y, ¢( w)) exists. Let S = (XI, YI), ... , (xn, Yn)) 
be a sequence of examples and 0 < WI < wi < wt < ... < w;; < w~ < w~ 
such that Es(wt ) > Es(wn and Es(wn < Es(wt) for t = 1, ... , n. Let S' = 
(xo, y} (XI, Yd, ... , (xn, Yn)) where Xo is sufficiently large. Furthermoreletwo = w'" /xo 
and Wo = w± /xo (where w-, w"', w+, Y = ¢(w"') are as above). Then 0 < we; < Wo < 
wt < WI < wi < wt < ... < w;; < w~ < w~ and 

Proof. We have to show that for all Xo sufficiently large condition (l) is satisfied, i.e. that 

We get 

lim ESI(WO) = L(y, ¢(w"')) + lim Es(w'" /xo) = L(y, ¢(w"')) + Es(O), 
~ ..... oo ~-oo 

recalling that Wo = w'" /xo and S' = S u (xo, y) . Analogously 

lim ESI(w~) = L(y,¢(w±)) + Es(O). 
x 0"'" 00 

(2) 
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Thus equation (2) holds for t = 0. For t = 1, ... , n we get 

lim ESI(w;) = lim L(y, ¢(w;xo)) + Es(wn = L(y, ¢(oo)) + Es(wn 
:1:0-+00 :1:0-+00 

and 

Since Es (w;) < Es (w;) for t = 1, ... , n, the lemma follows. o 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The theorem follows by induction from Lemma 3.2 since each 
interval ( wi, wi) is a minimum-containing set for the error function . 0 

Remark. Though the proof requires the magnitude of the examples to be arbitrarily large I 
in practice local minima show up for even moderately sized w (see Figure 3a). 

3.2 CURSE OF DIMENSIONALITY: THE NUMBER OF MINIMA MIGHT 
GROW EXPONENTIALLY WITH THE DIMENSION 

We show how the I-dimensional minima of Theorem 3.1 can be combined to obtain d
dimensional minima. 

Lemma 3.3 Let I : R -+ R be a continuous function with n disjoint minimum-containing 
sets UI , .•. ,Un. Then the sets UtI x ... X Utd , tj E {I, ... , n}, are n d disjoint minimum-
containing sets for the function 9 : Rd -+ R, g(XI, . .. , Xd) = l(xI) + ... + I(xd). 

Proof. Omitted. o 

Theorem 3.4 Let ¢ and L satisfy ( PI). Then for all n ~ 1 there is a sequence of examples 

S = (XI,Y),""(xn,y)), Xt E Rd, y E ¢(R), such that Es(w) has l~Jd distinct local 
minima. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.2 there exists a sequence of one-dimensional examples S' = 
(xI,y)"" , (xLcrJ'Y)) such that ESI(w) has L~J disjoint minimum-containing sets. 

Thus by Lemma 3.3 the error function Es (w) has l ~ J d disjoint minimum-containing 
sets where S = ((XI, 0, .. . ,0), y), ... , «xLcrJ' 0, . .. ,0), y), .. . , «0, ... , xI), y), .. . , 
«0, .. . , xLcrJ), y)). 0 

4 MINIMA FOR NEURONS WITH A BIAS 

Theorem 4.1 Let the transfer function ¢ and the loss function L satisfy ¢( Bo + z) - ¢o = 
¢o - ¢(Bo - z) and L(¢o + y, ¢o + y) = L(¢o - y, ¢o - y)for some Bo, ¢o E R and all 
z E R, y, Y E ¢(R). Furthermore let ¢ have a continuous second derivative and assume 

that the first derivative of ¢ at Bo is non-zero. At last let ~L(y, y) be continuous in y 

and y, L(y, y) = 0for all y E ¢(R), and (~L(Y, y)) (¢o, ¢o) > 0. Then for all n ~ 1 

there is a sequence of examples S = (XI, YI), . .. , (xn, Yn)), Xt E Rd, Yt E ¢(R), such 

that Es (B, w) has l ~ J d distinct local minima. 

Note that the square loss along with either the hyperbolic or logistic transfer function 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 

IThere is a parallel proof where the magnitudes of the examples may be arbitrarily small. 
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5 ONE MINIMUM IN THE REALIZABLE CASE 

We show that when transfer and loss function are monotone and the examples are realizable 
then there is only a single minimal surface. A sequence of examples S is realizable if 
Es(w) = 0 for some wE Rd. 

Theorem 5.1 Let 4> and L satisfy (P 1). Furthermore let 4> be mOriotone and L such that 
L(y, y + rl) ~ L(y, y + r2) for 0 ~ rl ~ r2 or 0 ~ rl ~ r2. Assume that for some 
sequence of examples S there is a weight vectorwo E Rd such that Es(wo) = O. Thenfor 
each WI E Rd the function h( a) = Es (( 1 - a )wo + aWl) is increasing for a ~ O. 

Thus each minimum WI can be connected with Wo by the line segment WOWI such that 
Es(w) = 0 for all W on WOWI. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let S = ((XI, yd, ... , (xn, Yn)). Then h(a) 
E~=I L(yt, 4>(WOXt + a(wl - wo)xt}). Since Yt = 4>(WOXt) it suffices to show that 
L(4)(z), 4>(z+ar)) is monotonically increasing in a ~ o for all Z, r E R. Let 0 ~ al ~ a2. 
Since 4> is monotone we get 4>(z + aIr) = 4>(z) + rl, 4>(z + a2r) = 4>(z) + r2 where 
o ~ rl ~ r2 or 0 ~ rl ~ r2· Thus L(4)(z), 4>(z + aIr)) ~ L(4)(z), 4>(z + a2r)). 0 
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